
 ~~  What is the TRUTH About the Jerusalem Synagogue Murders
          and the Murders of the Three Jewish Boys?  ~~

When the bad guys see that investigators are exposing all of their
fraudulent plots to provoke nuclear war, worldwide, then the bad guys
will desperately try to destroy this evidence of their fraudulent war
provocations. So, we must download all of these videos to our hard
drives, to preserve this evidence and to present this evidence to the
world.

~~ The Fake Boston Marathon Bombing with Fake Blood ~~
 PAUSE the videos and study the fake blood very carefully.
 Zoom in on the fake blood.
 Memorize what that fake blood looks like, because you are going to
 compare the Boston Bombing fake blood with the Jerusalem Synagogue
 blood.  . . . How do the two bloods compare? We simply want to *verify*
 the authenticity of that Jerusalem synagogue blood. We're not calling
 Netanyahu a liar. We are simply comparing the forensic facts with the
 propagandistic rhetoric that is now inflaming vicious violence against
 innocent Palestinians -- a rhetoric intended to incite the communities
 surrounding the crime scene, and thenceforth, to incite the peoples of
 of the World community to prepare for World War III.
 Also, we should forensically analyze the recordings of Netanyahu's voice,
 in order to detect honesty or the lack thereof, as he announces and
 denounces the synagogue murders, and as he announced the murders of
 the three Jewish boys in July of 2014. After all, the totality of the evidence
 within this multi-layered report indicates that Netanyahu may have lied
 about the murders of those three Jewish boys. So, if he lied about those
 murders, then he is likewise under suspicion of lying about the Jerusalem 
 Synagogue murders.        JD
~~ The Fake Boston Marathon Bombing with Fake Blood "/"/" " "
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8B_EH-uiNSM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xx3U_z4c2Wg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cHZ-rVaW030

 The Jerusalem Synagogue Attack Photos
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iEWAvkng9bw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c8rPm-Je2k4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uIcWbsuCmxE

When the bad guys see that investigators are exposing their fraudulent
plots to provoke nuclear war, worldwide, then the bad guys will
desperately try to destroy this evidence of their fraudulent war
provocations. So, we must download all of these videos to our hard drives,
to preserve this evidence and to present this evidence to the world, so
that we might thwart this diabolical plot of the global ruling elite, a plot
which is intended to incinerate the Arab nations and Israel, together, in a
worldwide nuclear holocaust, and to then usher in a One-World dictatorship,
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built upon the phoenix-like ashes of all nations.
The next plot that is on the agenda of this global ruling elite is to blow up
Al-Aqsa Mosque and blame it on the Arabs, as a false pretext for launching
nuclear missiles at Iran and Russia. For years, Netanyahu has appallingly
displayed his maniacal lust for a nuclear sneak attack upon Iran. Let us
not be incinerated by this monster, Satanyahu and his bosses ensconced
atop the pyramid of global Illuminati power. Let us call upon God to guide
and empower us to wield the weapon of truth against these top elite
Zionist and Illuminati/Masonic eugenicists (population exterminators) who
care neither about the Jews nor the Gentiles. As my report explains, these
global elite intend to go underground while we on the surface suffer nuclear
incineration in a humanicidal holocaust, not of six million, but of six billion!
  Now, for the evidence surrounding the murders of the three Jewish boys, 
please access #7 Evidence (below), pages 6 through 12.    JD

     ~~ Zionist Bombs Set to Blow Up Al-Aqsa Mosque ~~

      #6 Evidence
   Zionists Plot to BlowUp Al-Aqsa Mosque Very Soon! Like me, Dr. Kevin
 Barrett and Veterans Today also suspect that Satanyahu's Zionazi cabal
 is plotting to blow up Al-Aqsa Mosque in a false flag terror attack, and to
 blame it on Arabs, thus fraudulently justifying an attack upon Iran, in a
 plot to trigger nuclear World War III.
    From the beginning of his demolition/annihilation of Gaza, I knew that
 Netanyahu's Gaza blitzkrieg was the long-plotted preparatory phase of
 the Zionist/Illuminati/Global Dictatorship's plot to trigger nuclear World
 War III, because they would want to first cripple Gaza in order to blunt
 the Arab counterattack which Netanyahu knew would ensue from his
 imminent sneak attack upon the Arab nations and Russia. This is how I
 knew that Netanyahu's blitzkrieg against Gaza was the first phase in
 the diabolical ruling elite's World War III plot -- a plot which was first
 laid out and published in 1871 by the Grand Sovereign Commander of
 the Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of Freemasonry.
    Knowing this, then, it becomes quite clear that the United States,
 Britain and Israel are tri-conspirators in this plot to foment World War
 III, because the rulers of UK/US/Israel have long since been usurping
 rulers, members of the diabolical elite who rule the world -- and these
 illegitimate usurping rulers have declared (in the book, MORALS AND
 DOGMA) that the god whom they worship and obey is Satan, the Devil.
   The sensible element of the Israeli populace is terrified about being
 vulnerably placed at the focal point of these perilous and suicidal
 provocations by the Zionazi maniacs who rule over Israel. Little do the
 Israeli, American, and British people know that their maniacal globalist
 rulers are now plotting nuclear incineration upon the innocent men,
 women, and children of their three nations:
          John DiNardo
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http://www.veteranstoday.com/2014/11/07/isil-aqsa/

      #1 Evidence:
 Zionists are now planting bombs in the bowels of Al-Aqsa Mosque.
 Texe Marrs describes the Zionist-Masonic ruling cabal's time worn
 plot to foment three World Wars, the last of which will be nuclear,
 and is to be triggered by a Zionist false flag bombing of Al-Aqsa
 Mosque in Jerusalem.   JD
https://vimeo.com/104761249

      #2 Evidence:
 My tweets have gone viral and have been received by Palestinian
 leaders, who are naturally alarmed and are now warning Netanyahu
 and his Zionazi cabal not to blow up Al-Aqsa Mosque.    JD
https://www.middleeastmonitor.com/news/middle-east/15033-haniyeh-warns-against-al-aqsa-
mosque-demolition

      #3 Evidence:
 The Israeli Zionist leadership closed the Dome of the Rock/Al-Aqsa
 Mosque for several days under some vague pretext, yet this act
 indicates that they needed to evacuate the temple in order to have
 Israeli Government Mossad terrorists plant and set the explosives
 in the underground tunnels beneath the mosque complex. That is
 why they closed the mosque.    JD

      #4 Evidence:
 Government terrorists of Israel's Mossad and the U.S. C.I.A. have
 to evacuate buildings in order to plant bombs in those buildings
 which they have targeted for their false flag bomb blasts. It is
 clearly documented that CIA/Mossad closed and evacuated the
 World Trade Center buildings days before their planes and bombs
 blew up the Twin Towers and Building 7. Here we see extensive and
 impeccable evidence from Jonathan Elinoff, proving that the rulers
 of USrael blew up the Twin Towers and Building 7, incinerating 3,000
 human beings.    JD
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BlCwzhDyI3g&list=PLFF4D1F6300FA2512&index=6

     #5 Evidence:
 Zionist terrorists themselves testify that they were terrorist bombers
 who perpetrated false flag bombing attacks, murdering many people. JD
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mRTHxy6-4Uw

      #7 Evidence:
 Netanyahu's Plot to Fraudulently Justify Decimating the People of Gaza.
 His Crude Plot Began With Framing Hamas for Killing Three Jewish Boys.
http://thelightofdayradioshow.com/archives/Dinardo/Netanyahu_Will_Bomb_Al-
Aqsa_Mosque+Blame_Hamas.pdf 
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